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Introduction
►
►
►

What is a “Joint Venture”?
Areas to be covered
Other aspects:

Offshore and institutional structures

Property law aspects

Key Commercial Factors (Part 1)
►

►

►

Nature of project


Development or investment



Size of project

Relationship between the parties


Existing relationship



Experience

Tax
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Key Commercial Factors (Part 2)

►
►

Limited liability
Liquidity and flexibility


During lifetime of JV



Exit options

►

Funding

►

Management and control

►

Confidentiality

►

Regulatory concerns

When it doesn’t work out…
►

Holyoake and Hotblack Holdings Limited v Candy, Candy and others
[2017] EWHC 3397 (Ch)
Misrepresentation and undue influence

►

Eden v Parker – judgement 19 December 2016
[2016] EWHC 3302 (Ch)
Misrepresentation and unfair prejudice

Types of structure

►

Contractual joint venture

►

(General) partnership

►

Limited partnership

►

Limited liability partnership

►

Limited company
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Overview of legal documents
►

Management and control

►

Profit allocation and distribution (and other fees)

►

Exit and entry for individual participants

►

JV exit (including winding up)

►

Funding

►

Property provisions

Tax assumptions
►

►

►

►

►

All entities and parties are UK resident for tax purposes
The joint venture concerns a commercial or mixed use property
situated in England / Northern Ireland and all joint venture
activities are UK-based
Not covering: the special tax rules which will affect residential
property (such as ATED, NR CGT, residential SDLT); Scottish or
Welsh devolved taxes such as LBTT and LTT; any tax antiavoidance rules
Only talking about UK taxes based on current tax rules
The JV parties are unconnected third parties who are transacting
with each other on arms-length terms at a market price / value

Setting the scene
►

Who are the parties? How will the JV be structured?

►

Companies and partnerships are taxed differently

►

►

►

Other taxes to consider: VAT, SDLT, CIS, land remediation
relief
Beware “funny” taxpayers with special tax regimes
Tax considerations at each stage of JV life cycle: set up,
operation and termination
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Contractual JVs

►

►

Who is doing what for whom and for how much?
Direct tax – each business taxed on its own profits from the
arrangements

►

SDLT and CGT are less likely to arise

►

VAT – will follow the nature of the supply

JV Partnerships
►

►

►
►

►

UK tax treatment for all three types of partnerships is broadly the
same
Contributions of assets to JVP on set up: disposals, income tax
charges, SDLT, VAT
JVP VAT registration
Operating the JVP – and why do you need a partnership tax
return?
Transferring assets out of JVP on termination: disposals, income
tax charges, SDLT, VAT

JV Companies
►

►
►

Contributions of assets to JVC on set up: disposals, income tax
charges, SDLT, VAT
JVC and its shareholders are likely to be “connected” – control test
Operating JVC: JVC pays tax on its profits and pays dividends to
shareholders

►

Tax implications of debt funding

►

Transfer pricing

►

Transferring assets out of JVC on termination

►

Disposing of shareholdings in JVC
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A couple of new developments
►

►
►

►

►

Since July 2016 offshore developers are within the UK tax net on
profits on developments of UK land
What about offshore investors?
New consultation on proposals to bring gains realised by nonresidents on disposal of all UK real property within scope of UK tax
(both corporation tax and CGT) w/e/f April 2019 ...
...this includes taxing gains on disposals of interests in property e.g.
shares deriving their value from UK real property if (i) the entity is
property rich and (ii) the non-resident holds a 25%+ interest in the
entity
From April 2020, non-UK resident companies receiving income from
UK property will be subject to corporation tax on that income (rather
than income tax, as is currently the case)

Conclusion (Part 1)

►

►

►

Given wide range of topics comprised under the umbrella of “joint
ventures” in the real estate sector, hard to offer a one sentence
summary
Large number of variables involved in structuring any joint venture,
and complexity in terms of underlying law, regulation, etc.
However, there are certain points / themes which can be drawn out
as key issues to have a the front of your mind, both from a tax and
general commercial point of view

Conclusion (Part 2)

►

►

►

Importance of tax planning – key driver but should not necessarily
be determinative
Balancing costs and benefits of approaches to documenting the
deal and the structure – but don’t ignore altogether
Real estate does not exist in total isolation to regulation from other
areas of law – directors’ duties, partnership law, financial services
regulation
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Conclusion (Part 3)

►

►

►

►

The taxation of a joint venture will depend on how the
arrangements are structured
The best tax mitigation technique is to make use of statutory reliefs
and exemptions
Plan the JV properly and factor in the various tax issues arising on
set up, operation and termination into the financial appraisal
To avoid unpleasant surprises in the future, make sure that the JV
vehicle and parties are tax compliant
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